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Hosting Tips - When You Have a Chinese Student 

Dear Hosts: 

Thank you again for opening your home and welcoming our students into your 
family. Here are some tips that should help you understand your Chinese student so 
you can help them to feel comfortable in your home! 

The purpose of this program is to provide international students with the kind of care 
and support that they would receive at home - really, it’s a “home away from home.” 
Generally, their goals are to broaden their worldview and to improve their English 
and thus their academic credentials. Many students choose homestay as a way to 
enhance their overall learning while living and studying in Canada. 

Please remember that every of these students is another person’s child, thousands of 
miles away from home. Their parents entrust their beloved child to your care. Please 
also remember that due to the “one child policy” in China, your student is most likely 
the only child in their home and therefore, has been living a life that is very different 
from the lives of teenagers in Canada.  

Overall, what we expect from you is to provide both a soft landing and a launching 
pad. We highly recommend establishing clear expectations and firm rules at the 
beginning. This is important because concepts such as respect, politeness and 
kindness are expressed differently in China and these students do not always have 
enough exposure to Western culture to behave appropriately in Canada.  

You may find that Chinese students use ambiguous words such as “maybe”, “might” 
or “possibly” surprisingly often, which makes clear communication challenging, and 
sometimes even if you explain the rules clearly, they might still not follow it as rigidly 
as you would like them to. This is because there is a much higher tolerance to 
uncertainty in Chinese culture than in Canadian culture and people are used to 
ambiguity. Though this is frustrating, please know that they are not trying to be 
disrespectful, but rather they are struggling with the new culture. The best way to 
handle this is to tell them why certain rules are important to you and correct them 
gently and firmly when they make mistakes. Usually, it is helpful to say, “in our 
home,” or “in Canada,” “we do it this way” many times in the first few days, whether 
you are talking about the toilet seat or mealtime etiquette.  

Important Cultural Differences  
• Household Chores. One of the biggest differences between life in Canada and 

China is that many students may not have to do any house work. It is likely that 
your student has a maid at home in China and even though they are at the age 
of 15 to 18, they may not know how to do basic chores such as doing dishes, 
doing laundry or folding clothes. They may have never cooked a full meal, or 
cleaned their house or room. While this is an opportunity for them to learn and 
grow, it is also one of the biggest challenges they have ever encountered in their 
entire life. Please be patient, gentle, understanding, and caring -- yet firm -- with 
rules. In return, you will gain a meaningful relationship with the student, sincere 
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appreciation from the parents, and possibly a lifetime friendship all the way from 
the other side of the world.  

• Chinese kitchens are set up very differently. There are usually two stove burners, 
no oven, no bread toaster, no food processor, no dish washer, and only one or 
two knives for cutting and one or two wooden cutting boards. They are usually 
equipped with microwave. Please show your students how to use everything 
safely in the kitchen including microwaves.  

• Most Chinese students, male or female, come from single-child families. When 
they talk about “my brother and sister,” they are commonly referring to their 
cousins. “Uncles” and “aunts” on the other hand may refer to distant relatives 
and parent’s friends. They are not used to calling people who are significantly 
older by their first names as that is considered rude in Chinese culture.   

• Due to limited English-language skills, students may hide in their rooms, where 
they don’t have to struggle to understand you, or to answer your questions. They 
don’t want to appear rude by misunderstanding or failing to answer you. It is also 
very common for Chinese students to spend a lot of time studying in their own 
bedroom.  

• It is usually not common in Chinese culture to ask for more food. At the 
beginning of their stay, you may find that although students have not had enough 
food, they will not ask for more unless you offer it to them -- even then, you may 
have to offer it more than once! 

• Some Chinese students are reserved and shy. They will not be very “up front” 
with what they think. This does not mean they are not engaging or they are 
hiding something. If you make them understand that it’s encouraged to be up 
front and straightforward in Canada, such as saying they don’t like certain dishes, 
or asking you to show them how to use the laundry machines, they will learn 
quickly to express themselves freely.  

• Politics is not a common topic in China for teenagers. It is okay to talk about 
Chinese politics with them after getting to know them, but do not be surprised to 
hear very vague answers or simply “I don’t know.” They are not trying to avoid 
the topic, rather, they simply do not pay much attention. For students coming 
from the Mainland of China, please be cautious when you share your thoughts on 
Hong Kong and especially Tibet and Taiwan. Most of the mainland students are 
educated to be patriotic and they have low tolerance to stand different political 
views. They believe that Tibet and Taiwan are part of China. 

• In China, the teachers move from class to class, whereas students stay put. 
Teachers are expected to be always right, but this does not mean Chinese 
students actually think their teachers are always right, they just would not 
challenge the teachers, especially not in front of the class. This is changing slowly 
in big cities, but still common in many places. Teachers are treated and respected 
in some ways like parents / guardians and students are taught to obey their 
guidance and follow their instructions and arrangements.  

• In China, students spend hours after school studying, often until midnight for 
high school students. For some parents, this is partially why they send kids to 
Canada to study so they can avoid the pressure of the Chinese College Entrance 
Exam. This means, the students come here, and all of a sudden, they have a lot 
of free time for the first time in their teenage lives. In Chinese, to “play” means 
doing things totally irrelevant to learning and this is why lots of Chinese students 
do not “play” and do not have “hobbies”. With all the extra free time here, if they 
start playing a lot of video games, you may want to show them different ways of 
spending free time and help them develop interesting hobbies. They will really 
appreciate it. For further reading on the college entrance exam, The Guardian 
covered this topic in an article in October 2016:  
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/12/gaokao-china-toughest-school-
exam-in-world.   
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• In China, saying “thank you” and “sorry” is often between people who are not 
that close to each other. Between family members, people rarely say words 
“thank you” or “sorry” or “I love you”. They show affection, appreciation and 
apologize very differently. If your student is not saying “thank you for dinner” 
every night, that is not because they are unappreciative, they just don’t express 
their appreciation that way in Chinese culture.  

Table manners 
Traditionally, Chinese people are taught to eat quietly, take small bites, as well as sit 
up straight, and hold their bowl in their hand while eating. In China, people always 
share dishes in buffet style on the table. They cook multiple dishes, put them on the 
dinner table, and each person has a bowl for their rice. Usually the elder person 
starts the first bite, then the rest of the table start to eat. They grab a bite size of 
one dish at one time, eat it with rice, then grab another bite size. Scooping a pile of 
food into your own bowl is the worst table manner you can have, and it is seen as 
greedy, inconsiderate, and selfish.  

However, there are exceptions. If your student is eating loudly, it can mean they 
LOVE the food! Especially when they eat noodles, they might make quite a bit of 
slurping noise, showing they love the food and they are just enjoying it so much. 
Boys might do it more than girls because that is also a sign of roughness (being 
masculine).  

One of the best table manners in China is grabbing some food and sending it to 
someone else’s bowl for them. Between family members, they just use their own 
chopsticks for serving. Older people sending food to children showing their love and 
care, children sending food to older people showing their care and respect.  At more 
formal occasions, there is a pair of chopsticks specifically for serving.  

Usually at the dinner table, parents talk to each other and children are not 
encouraged to talk unless they are asked questions by the parents. This is because 
eating quietly is good table manners in China. This is changing a lot in modern days, 
but if you find your student quiet at the dinner table, it probably is not a sign of him 
or her being anti-social.  

With all that being said, the students are here to experience Western culture. They 
are aware that Western table manners are different, but they do not know exactly 
what the cultural norms are here, so if they are not being “polite” and “engaging” at 
dinner table, please talk about it with them, it may just be different manners.  

Food 
Food is a great topic for after dinner chat. It is an easy topic for students even if 
their language level is not high, and you can get an idea of what they would like to 
eat. Try taking your student to a Chinese grocery or supermarket regularly, 
especially at the beginning of the stay, just in case your student is not comfortable 
telling you what he/she likes.  

Breakfast 
Breakfast is usually the hardest part to get used to, this is because in China, 
breakfast usually is warm, with noodles, bread buns, dumplings, or rice porridges 
with pickled vegetable. Cold milk and cereal is not going to go very well, peanut 
butter and bread is worth trying but again, students are here to embrace the 
Canadian culture.  
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Lunch 
In China, high schools usually have a canteen where hot food is prepared for 
students before lunch break.  The food can be any typical Chinese dishes similar to 
dinner dishes and students go to the canteen and choose a few to go with rice / 
noodles. If student bring a lunch box, it’s usually leftover from dinner the night 
before, in a Tupperware type of container instead of ZipLoc bag, though some 
families do cook lunch in the morning for their kids to bring to school. Sandwiches 
for lunch is not a thing in Chinese schools.  

Also, Chinese students usually do not know what a real sandwich looks like, and have 
no idea how to make one. So if they are bringing lunch box, please show them how 
to pack and seal a lunch box properly, if they are bringing sandwiches, please show 
them how to put together and pack a sandwich. It is also important to remind them 
the ingredients, location and their food choices for lunch, as well as the fact that they 
need to pack the sandwiches themselves. Lunch is an important meal in China and 
usually quite substantial; it is worth to mention that a cup of fast noodle, a frozen 
meal or sandwich everyday would certainly be considered inadequate for the mid-day 
meal.  If they liked last night’s dinner, then leftovers are a great option.  

Dinner  
Rice is a staple of Chinese cooking. Consider investing in a small rice cooker. They 
are inexpensive ($40-$150) and it is worthwhile when you see the happily surprised 
faces of your students’. Some students may be able to help you cook rice; and it is 
usually a great fun to cook a meal with them – even if they don’t know how to cook.  

A common Chinese dinner for 4 people is made of rice, 2 meat/egg dishes (with 
vegetable), 2 vegetable dishes (just vegetable) and a soup.  You are not likely to 
meet a vegetarian Chinese student and in fact, being vegetarian is a fairly new 
concept in China. The only people who abstain from eating meat are Buddhist monks 
or believers. Pork dishes are usually popular well, such as ribs, bacon, meatloaf and 
ham. In China, most meat dishes are cooked with vegetables, such as the famous 
“Kongpao Chicken,” and a very common dish is stir-fried thinly sliced pork loin with 
thin bell pepper slices.  

There is no “salad” in Chinese food and raw food is not common, instead there are 
“cold dishes”. But those cold dishes are usually cooked food that has been cooled and 
mixed with sauce. Steamed vegetables are not common, but try stir frying green 
leafy vegetable with some ginger and garlic slices and see how quickly they get 
eaten! 

Nevertheless, Chinese students are expected to adjust to Canadian food, and we, or 
the students, do not expect you to cook Chinese style food for them everyday. 
Students are advised to try different foods in your home and have the cultural 
exchange experience that a lot of hosts are looking for.  

Soup 
Soup is a very different concept in China. It is usually clear, stewed with bones and 
vegetable. It is never creamy, but sometimes starchy in a few southern provinces 
including Guangdong. Egg and tomato soup and pickled cabbage and pork ribs soup 
are very common and popular in most of China. Whenever you offer your students 
soup/chili and buns, they will be interested to see western soup being so rich and 
filling.  

If you are having a BBQ dinner, your students will usually love it, especially if you tell 
them this is a Canadian summer thing, and they will most likely ask for their meat 
and vegetable to be well-done. 
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Besides three meals, fruit is very important. Most Chinese people grow up eating 
more than two kinds of fruit daily. Whenever visiting someone, fruit is the most 
common thing to bring, instead of sweets or flowers.  

Laundry  
Laundry is done very differently in China and it is very common to do it every day, 
especially for female’s underwear. They might hand wash their underwear every day 
and hang them in their room to air dry. There is usually no dryer in a Chinese 
household. Make sure you show the student how to use both and how often, when, 
and what time of the day you would like them to do laundry. Also, Chinese laundry 
machines are quite a bit smaller than the ones here so make sure you show them 
the proper amount for each load. 

Adjusting  
After a long flight, being in a different time zone, speaking a foreign language all the 
time, and surrounded by totally new cultural environment where everything requires 
extra effort, your students are going to become tired. They get frustrated quickly, 
especially after the excitement of the first few days and weeks. Please be patient 
with them, give them their space and provide support and care, speak slowly with 
them, write down notes for them, and repeat things multiple times for them. The 
first few days are very important for setting the best tone with them: you expect 
them to respect and learn the culture here while your support and care for them 
enables them to learn and grow in a safe environment.  

One way to make the students feel like part of the family is to give them chores or 
ask them to help you, just like your own children. It may take them a while to feel 
close to you, but it will happen eventually. Know that sometimes they just need to 
watch a Chinese movie to get out of their immersion in English-speaking 
environment to feel actually relaxed. So if they do not want to join you for every 
family activity, that is expected and acceptable. If you decide to put on a Chinese 
movie once in a while, the student will be more likely to join you and you will have a 
shared topic for the future!  

A little curiosity goes a long way!  
You will be surprised how many little daily life differences there are between China 
and Canada. Taking shower at night is the norm in China while in the morning is 
more common here, eating dinner around 6pm is common in China while dinner here 
could anywhere between 5-8pm, having cold dishes and rice porridge is popular in 
summer in China while BBQ is the thing here, etc. Additionally, recycling is not 
common in China, so bringing the recycling bin out on garbage day is something 
most Chinese students have never experienced. Get them curious and get them 
involved – they would find it interesting and it will also make them feel like part of 
the family.  

Not only is living at someone else’s home intimidating, but it is a completely new 
cultural environment. Students are likely to be nervous being in a stranger’s home, 
and never feeling sure what the appropriate behaviour is. It requires both you and 
the students’ effort to establish a good connection and make it a meaningful 
relationship. Please make time to speak to your student every day in a quiet 
environment so they can practice their language in a real life situation, they will learn 
how to connect with you, and know there will be a time each day when they have 
your full attention.  

China has strong existence in the world and its people have a lot to offer in cultural 
exchange. This is certainly a great opportunity for you and your family to learn about 
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China and Chinese culture. Chinese people are often proud of their culture and long 
history, which means they will be delighted if you show interest and they will happily 
talk to you about it.  

In spoken Chinese, both “he” and “she” are “ta”, so if you hear your students telling 
a story, it’s possible the genders would be confusing!  A few Chinese words you could 
start with:  
ni hao = hello  xie xie ni =thank you 
hao chi ma = is it tasty? Ni xi huan ma? (xi sounds like “she”) = do you like it?   

The Fine Print: CHN Policies and Procedures  
Talk to us!  
Please keep in touch with how things are going. Please call or send an email if you 
have any questions; the confident host “raises their hand” if they have a question or 
concern.  
Emergencies:  
Please dial your local CHN contact number and select extension 1.  
Special Excursions  
If you wish to take your student on a special excursion out of town over a weekend, 
please let us know.  
Overnights 
Sleepovers are only allowed in the homes of other host families in the program. If 
your student wishes an overnight with a friend, and you are willing to accommodate 
another child for the night, we encourage you to host the slumber party.  
Long Distance Calls  
Please ensure that your student uses a phone card or Skype.  
Monitor phone use at least to the extent that you know when they are making long 
distance calls, to ensure they are using their phone card.   
If you are in any doubt that your private line may have been used for a long distance 
call, please call your service provider for a reading on outbound calls.  
Computers  
CHN Policy is that students are not permitted to use host computers.  
Downloading of foreign character sets is NOT recommended and we cannot be 
responsible for any damage that may be caused to your computer by student use.
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